Reduction of protein sequence complexity by residue grouping.
It is well known that there are some similarities among various naturally occurring amino acids. Thus, the complexity in protein systems could be reduced by sorting these amino acids with similarities into groups and then protein sequences can be simplified by reduced alphabets. This paper discusses how to group similar amino acids and whether there is a minimal amino acid alphabet by which proteins can be folded. Various reduced alphabets are obtained by reserving the maximal information for the simplified protein sequence compared with the parent sequence using global sequence alignment. With these reduced alphabets and simplified similarity matrices, we achieve recognition of the protein fold based on the similarity score of the sequence alignment. The coverage in dataset SCOP40 for various levels of reduction on the amino acid types is obtained, which is the number of homologous pairs detected by program BLAST to the number marked by SCOP40. For the reduced alphabets containing 10 types of amino acids, the ability to detect distantly related folds remains almost at the same level as that by the alphabet of 20 types of amino acids, which implies that 10 types of amino acids may be the degree of freedom for characterizing the complexity in proteins.